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F U R N I T U R E

H O M E  A C C E S S O R I E S

Proudly presenting a constellation of  international brands



HomesToLife respects the virtues 
of refinement.  
 
True to our philosophy, our Inspire, Design, 
Artisan and Dream Spheres offer a lyrical 
reprieve from the mundane world. 

create your living space

Do they have style? More than a splash. 
Function is important. And it is on a par 
with form. Timeless? Bewitchingly so. 
Enter and create your living space. 

A fascination with colours, 
shapes and ordinary objects 

made extraordinary by 
memories. This is our 

narrative of  Home.
HomesToLife
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elcome to HomesToLife. 

I would like to invite you to 
experience what your perfect sanctuary 
can be. When developing our flagship store 
at Mohamed Sultan, we wanted to take 
immersive shopping to a whole new level; 
to offer you a home lifestyle destination like 
no other. 
 
Our four Spheres – Inspire, Design,  
Artisan and Dream – conceived with fresh 
perspectives on life, have been specially 
developed to aid you in your home- 
building venture. 

Every conceivable facet of home furnishings 
is covered within the building. We present 
our extraordinary range of brands and 
products to fill your personal space with 
objects of the moment that make your 
heart sing. And that’s how an empty house 
evolves into your living home.

Where once upon a time, bigness was the 
rage, these days, we pursue intimacy.  
We hope to resonate with things; to admire 
them. And if we can strike up a personal 
interaction with an empathetic store 
associate who can add to our impressions 
as we create our living space just the way 
we like it, even better. 

Shops now need to offer opulence with 
reduction. Definitely an irony. But it is one 
HomesToLife is excited to embrace. 

Enjoy. 

PHUA Bo Wen
Home Style Maestro

foreword

W

exclusively at Meeting Point by Teun Van Zanten
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for you. 
only at  
our flagship

Because your experience is more 
important than ever to us, HomesToLife 
has added layers to our already 
exceptional lifestyle destination.
 
Within our four Spheres, peace of mind 
seamlessly extends to the decision-making 
process: Have a cuppa, understand the 
origins of that leather sofa you are eyeing 
or read a book before committing to your 
home purchases from our vast range of 
offerings. Take your time. Ask us one,  
two or 25 questions. 

Most important of all, explore the indoors 
and discover the unexpected in the mundane.

The home is a huge investment. It deserves 
your physical, mental and emotional 
attention. Lots of it. And we are happy 
to help. 

MIXES AND BLENDS

The Tasting Bar 

Allow us to get to know you over  
coffee. It’s on us. 

The Tasting Bar is situated at 
our flagship – the Inspire Sphere.

SERIOUS PLAY

The Monkey’s Trail

All you need is a room and some toys,  
and you’ve got a playroom. Not. Gone are 
the days of glaring fluorescent lights,  
placid coloured walls and the obligatory 
boxes of stuffed animals and games. 

We’ve gone one step – make that two 
steps – better: A play area, The Monkey’s 
Trail, specially done up in collaboration with 
Baumhaus to signify a child’s learning and 
growth through play. 

Because we believe that when you 
experience something unique, no matter  
if you’re nine or 99 years old, it speaks to 
your imagination.

The Monkey’s Trail is situated at our flagship 
– the Dream Sphere.

HIDE AND SEAT 

The Leather Institute 

Leather has an enduring appeal, not least 
for its distinctive appearance and luxe feel. 
At The Leather Institute, we are eager to 
not only share our knowledge of leather’s 
pedigree but also how we have honed  
our craft to a science.

The Leather Institute is situated at 
our flagship – the Design Sphere. 

MAXIMISE AND REALISE

Workshops 

The graceful lifestyle is our aim. From time to 
time, we offer healthful activities for the body, 
mind and soul. Details are released through  
our Facebook and Instagram pages.  

RELIVE THE PAST

The Library 

The classics never fail to enlighten.  
And we have more than 250 right here. 
The Library is situated at our flagship –  
the Dream Sphere.
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Here, we encourage life. 
Inspiration pops up and demands 
attention, filled with caboodles  
of  charm and pleasing disruptions 
to the living landscape. 

s p h e r e

t h e



1. Margareta L-shape leather and fabric sofa W258 x D109-170 x H75-97cm $4,288  2. Moreau fabric club chair  
W73 x D73 x H72cm $509  3. Vilos display shelf dark brown W90 x D35 x H184cm $879  4. Bistrot metal table  
grey and white DIA40 x H40cm $399  5. Bistrot metal table orange DIA50 x H50cm $549  6. Big Round Pouf charcoal  
by Anne-Claire Petit DIA60 x H22cm $439  7. Mosaic Marine hand-tufted wool carpet W200 x L300cm $1,299   
8. Vilos study table light grey W120 x D60 x H87cm $569  9. Arish chair grey W53 x D51 x H81cm $199

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Above: Moreau reflects a commitment to utilitarian beauty, 
shaped in response to the constraints of corners.

Right: Healthy, Scandinavian presence is rendered in 
Vilos, working with lines and levels.

From breathtaking strokes to honest austerity, 
we strive for rooms that are, simply, inviting. 
Anything is possible. The magical mixture is  
a very strong love and attraction for character. 
Contradictions and complements shine 
through unapologetically.

At just age eight, Antonino Sciortino was already familiarising 
himself with the process of forging iron. At his father’s studio, 
he concentrated on working with ‘soft’ iron and its intricacies. 
In Metal Sculptures, side tables and iron bowls blur the line 
between functional and sculptural, and are definitive works  
of artistry and precision.

incredible 
rooms
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Eye like colour
Wassily Kandinsky’s Gelb-Rot-Blau 
(Yellow-Red-Blue) is an optical pop.  
Mergings of colour spots invariably draw 
the eye. Just one of CMC Premium’s many 
plexiglass and dibond creations produced in 
France. 

Above: Gelb-Rot-Blau painting by Kandinsky printed  
on plexiglas, L100 x H150cm $1,649

A problem solver
Our smart furniture series makes a small 
space into one that is not claustrophobic. 
We liken this side table that opens up into  
a dining surface to a pair of jeans:  
classic and essential, yet adaptable.

Top: Itako smart living furniture pieces $909

Below: Leicester smart living furniture pieces $649

Floor plan
The hand-tufted New Zealand wool-blend 
carpet reflects the geometries of everyday 
life and its varying gradients. A remarkable 
piece that brims with dynamism of the 
pictorial sort.

Above: Shiver Storm hand-tufted wool  
carpet W170 x L240cm $899  
and W200 x L300cm $1,299

Sofa with a talking point
When a functional sofa comes with 
whispers of unique details, like Cetus 
and its artfully-angled arms, mere rest 
transcends into a sublime experience.

Cetus 3-seater leather sofa W220 x D93 x H84cm $3,739

ourpicks
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Illuminating the potent beauty 
of  history, this is the space to 
contemplate on heritage 
and craft. Unrestrained colours 
pair with venerable mastery, 
evoking an interaction replete 
with discernment. 

s p h e r e

t h e

Alfred 
The stately form of Alfred in hand-embroidered, 
floral upholstery is the passionate melding of 
classicism and modernism. Relentlessly relevant, 
the exquisite wing-backed chair with padded  
arms and a tufted back basks in grandness, 
amplifying reality and inviting reverie.  
From $6,990 onwards.



AT YOUR BIDDING

The Atelier
In an increasingly expressive world, 
The Atelier may well become a home 
furnishings touchstone. 

For exceptional customer care, 
responsiveness and the opportunity to 
be involved in every step of giving life to 
your ideas, step into The Atelier. 

Together, let’s celebrate the 
customisation process.

Domicil 
Brigitta Jaeggle, Armin Eberlein 
and Hans Dahme were Germans 
who dreamt up the world’s very first 
Domicil in Weingarten. It was born  
of their desire to create unique lifestyle 
products that serve as manifestations 
of aspirations. They catered to 
those seeking a refreshing flavour of 
creativity, superb craftsmanship  
and an elevation of aesthetics within 
the home.  

Refining its sophistication and keeping 
its offerings current, Domicil has built 
itself into one of Germany’s premium 
home furnishings brands. 

And we are proud to bring it to you.

Manhattan Limousine, piping and 
stitching done the way you like. 
Not forgetting how the armrest also 
artfully doubles up as storage space. 
Form and function perfected.

perfectly designed 
and european-crafted
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Fan your spark of  creativity. 
Take the opportunity to 
transform your sanctuary, 
and imbue it with an 
unapologetic love of   
luxury that is at once  
free of  pretence.

design
s p h e r e

t h e

A homage to Hans Hopfer (1931 – 2009).  
The painter, sculptor and designer is  
immortalised in his body of work.



plush reality

Psychological ruminations aside, a sofa 
is meant to accommodate hours of 
immobility. That’s a huge responsibility. 

In other words, there is absolutely no 
reason why you should settle for anything 
less than a fastidiously-made piece, 
preferably one that’s also gorgeous.

We have all that.  

You’re most welcome. 

In Fabbrica, the spirit and durability of 
the starkly-stylish Scandinavian design 
movement are captured. Think of it as  
a meditation in minimalism. 

Luring out the playful side of you  
is the French-inspired Muse, glamorous 
chic with dashes of delightful details. 
Nothing gimmicky – just endearing extras.

Eclectic explorations of fluidity, colours 
and shapes dominate Gallery. The range 
deploys serious amusement, ideal for 
breaking seriously serious perceptions. 

The Domicil Designer Collection 
is bespoke, appealing to singular 
personalities who appreciate a satisfying 
mix of gifted design and glorious comfort. 

Sofa styles
The living room is usually centred 
around the sofa, a head-turning gem 
to be treasured. 

Consider for a moment how the things we 
choose to live with reflect our character. 

What does your sofa say about you? 

After Hours by Ken Okuyama

Caerus Dawn

Merson

Marbella by Hans Hopfer

sofa stylesdesign    The Home.    23HomesToLife22 



Rounding up our narrative is 
what we call the pathway to 
infinite hope. Subconscious 
ruminations on life take 
shape, easing the cares of  
the day away. Restore your 
energy and revive the spirit.

s p h e r e

t h e



golden 
slumbers 

kökunn  

An encapsulating blend of warmth and 
security comes to mind when we think  
of uninterrupted sleep. 

Our name for it: kökunn. 

At the root of kökunn is the perfect sleep 
engineer, from bespoke mattress design
(because, why fight when you can have 
your bed and sleep on it, too?) to innovative 
pillows to sensual, delectable scents. 

Side tables, dressers, chaises, benches, 
armchairs, mattresses, frames and 
accessories render a complete sensibility  
to kökunn, anchoring welcome structure. 

Utility and aesthetics may not always see 
eye to eye, but in kökunn, perfect is good 
enough. Because we care that you get  
good sleep. 

Featuring Celio, COCO-MAT and Serta.

COCO-MAT mattresses
Sleep artisans intricately handcraft 100 per cent 
natural materials into sublime mattresses.Serta's sleep mascot

26 kökunndream



Children’s rooms
Kids are sophisticated these days,  
and cookie cutter rooms may not make 
it anymore. These areas deserve careful 
design and curation as much as any 
other part of the home. 

So add some zing – and lots of heart.  
Your children will thank you for it. 

2.

1. Perle wardrobe white W104 x D52 x H183cm $999  2. Théo open box white W30.5 x D28 x H17cm $49.95  3. Perle chest of drawers with changing table white  
W99 x D74 x H100cm $759  4. Perle baby cot without mattress white W148 x D78 x H93cm $659  5. Théo small shelf white W60 x D17 x H18cm $79.95   
6. Théo kid's stool white W27 x D27 x H26cm $49.95  7. Théo kid's table white W60 x D60 x H50cm $99.95  8. Théo closed toy box white W68 x D40 x H50cm $259

3. 4.

6.

7.

8.

5.

1.

Stir up your bedroom with the quietly luxurious 
finishings of elegance. The Celio, with all manner  
of customisation options, makes it possible.

for the littlest
family member
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Culti price ranging from $40 – $1,000, Glasshouse price ranging from $29 – $75 and iKOU price ranging from $39 – $99

the scent  
of  sleep

Scents
Scent, the hidden persuader. Indulge in a 
pampering experience that is part head 
therapy and part olfactory pleasure. 

The Relax Studio  
recliner
Sink into the plush Relax Studio recliner
and feel stress melt away.

The Relax Studio recliner, paired with the 
intense purity of its lines, becomes an 
indispensable component of just about 
any interior. Deservedly so.

The ergonomic masterpiece of comfort
devised over four decades of extensive
research is how we incorporate art,
design and practicality. Perfect for
napping, reading or just winding down.

The Relax Studio recliner is available in 
multiple configurations, add-on functions 
and colours to meet individual needs. 
Speak with our style advisors for details. 

meet  
our star

Valleta

30 scentsdream
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Little is more pleasurable for devotees of design and 
decoration than stepping into a room that surprises with  
an unexpected resonance. 

We celebrate nuanced style that not only provides expressive 
frames for family and friends but also upends conventional 
notions of home interiors. 

In the following pages are beautifully curated collections that 
pull out your personality as you build a lifestyle steeped in 
reverence for the personal touch.  

beautifully  
curated collections



1. Frederic 4-seater leather sofa W244 x D96 x H69cm $4,618  2. Frederic leather armchair W103 x D96 x H69cm $1,889  
3. Linear viscose carpet W300 x L200cm $1,299  4. Frederic leather footstool W118 x D91cm $1,289  5. Marbella day 
bed with fabric pillow by Hans Hopfer W85 x D160 x H73cm $2,179  6. Carre metal light hanger by Hans Weyers W30 x 
D40 x H60cm $399  7. Noda buffet sideboard dark wenge W168 x D40 x H75cm $969

A rendezvous with life is ramped up 
with the majestic Frederic. 

1.

2.

5.

6.

7.

3.

4.

Above: One up on the leather sofa classic.  
The Frederic armchair effortlessly nails the spirit 
of old-school cool.

Right: The generously-padded Frederic,  
a sturdy wafer of a footstool, is fashioned  
in exuberant yellow leather. 

Below: Stoic simplicity and perfection 
characterise Noda, an artistic agreement with 
any home ensemble.

living 
room
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Adore 2.5-seater leather sofa W195 x D92 x H80cm $4,619

Je T’adore is modern injected 
with nostalgia and enveloped in 
buttery leather.

1. Vega 2.5-seater fabric sofa W210 x D91 x H76cm $1,999  2. Caerus leather club chair W70 x D87 x H74cm $1,239  3. Kayseri coffee table clear W109 x D55 x H41cm $659   
4. Baraka hand-tufted wool carpet by Jamie Durie W200 x L300cm $1,499

Striking and sassy, Vega is something  
of a reprieve amid aesthetic obeisance.

4.

1.

2.

3.
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1. Maia L-shape leather sofa W298 x D106-170 x H71-92cm $6,938  2. Koga TV console cream W206 x D50 x H46cm $1,279  3. Koga coffee table cream W130 x D65 x H36cm 
$909  4. Obu side table ash grey W40 x D40 x H55cm $339  5. Pouf canvas square cotton and polyester graphite W50 x L50 x H20cm $149  6. Orleans viscose carpet mirage grey 
W300 x L200cm $1,299  

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

4.

Maia anchors a loft. It liberates from 
conventions efficiently, ingenuously 
and intimately.

The Cetus sofa is both a study in style 
and an illustration of sensibility. Extend the 
immediate and understated classical lines 
into the sleep space with a matching  
bed frame. 
Refer to p.87

1.

3.

1. Cetus 3-seater leather sofa W220 x D93 x H84cm $3,739  2. Cetus leather armchair W110 x D93 x H84cm $1,799  3. Cassidy coffee table W120 x D70 x H28cm $839  4. Cassidy 
TV console W200 x D45 x H40cm $1,319  5. Orleans viscose carpet mirage grey W300 x L200cm $1,299

The Obu side table is that place where 
art and design meet.

Koga, in its stoicism, gives coffee 
tables a whole different vocabulary.

4.

5.

2.

The Cetus armchair, by turns lavish and 
unvarnished, makes a significant impact.
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1. Libra 2.5-seater leather sofa W210 x D90 x H91cm $3,729  2. Oga faux leather lounge chair W71 x D76 x H66cm $719  3. Oga coffee table glossy cream with dark wenge 
W90 x D90 x H38cm $629  4. Oga side table glossy cream with dark wenge W56 x D56 x H56cm $349  5. Coco wool carpet black and limestone W300 x D200cm $1,279

Libra, the mid-century modernist 
resting on sturdy legs, throws a robust 
and romantic curve.

1.

5.

3.

2.

4.

museandyou.com
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by design
Designers
All designers draw on imagination. 

We throw the spotlight on six whose 
transformative collections show 
precisely how rich the mind can be. 

NICOLE APTEL
The celebration of the ideal home 

started it all for Nicole Aptel, 
whose willingness to dream and 
to nurture creativity has indelibly 
marked her out as an alchemist, 

one who succeeds in eliciting 
emotion through design. 

Refer to p.46

CS TOH
CS Toh’s designs are subtle distinction 
braided with unpretentious practicality, 

communicating his gentle curiosity 
about life. No complicated construction 

or elaborate detailing for him – just an 
elevation of utilitarianism entertained with 

the right amount of ingenuity. 
Refer to p.51

ROBERTO BENDINI 
Roberto Bendini remains true  

to himself and his ethos. Every sofa  
design starts broadly with a drawing 
and evolves dramatically from there.  

His uncompromising aesthetic of 
elegance is honed by seeking inspiration 
from fashion, art and automotive design 

visionaries, and soaking in the mundane.  
Refer to p.55

TEUN VAN ZANTEN
Teun Van Zanten dispels all concepts of 
inspiration, preferring to stream artistic 
conscientiousness into his work.  
The self-declared “best cube maker of 
the world” prides himself on his ability 
to go beyond the minimalist, producing 
couches that are both austere in 
appearance and comfortable.
Refer to p.5

 

KEN OKUYAMA
Ken Okuyama raises the sense of design, 
his voice and style resolutely his own. 
The mastermind behind the stunning 
lines and curves of the Enzo Ferrari 
and the Maserati Quatroporte instils 
contemporary good taste in all his 
engagements, from exclusive cars 
to furniture. 
Refer to p.22

HANS HOPFER
Comfortable exuberance is palpable 
in Hans Hopfer’s iconic Mah Jong 
sectional sofa. The modular-seating 
groundbreaker avoided the trendy in his 
varied career, animating his longstanding 
desire to produce products that look 
good and feel even better through 
unfussy elemental pieces that have 
stood the test of time. 
Refer to p.34
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1. Lockern 2.5-seater recliner leather sofa W220 x D105-155 x H76-99cm $5,149  2. Lockern 2-seater recliner leather sofa W176 x D105-155 x H76-99cm $4,539   
3. Noda book shelf wenge W180 x D40 x H102cm $1,319  4. Ottawa black tempered glass coffee table walnut W110 x D60 x H38cm $559  5. Perlato wool and  
viscose carpet W300 x L200cm $1,599  6. Ottawa black tempered glass TV console walnut W200 x D45 x H42cm $799

1.

4.

5.

6.

2.

3.

The Relax Studio recliner. A choice piece of 
contained comfort in a class of its own.
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1. Pagnotta corner recliner leather sofa by Nicole Aptel W299 x D110-150 x H79-99cm $12,037  2. Ibarra console table taupe W120 x D40 x H73cm $509  3. Ibarra TV cabinet 
taupe W200 x D45 x H50cm $759  4. Ibarra coffee table taupe W120 x D60 x H45cm $529  5. Paradise polyester carpet W300 x L200cm $799

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Ibarra’s variations of modest domestic surfaces endear 
with their quiet demeanour, complementing the strength 
of Pagnotta. 

Top: Ibarra console table. 

Above: Ibarra TV cabinet.

Below: Ibarra coffee table.

Interpret the art of comfort, 
where Pagnotta is the star, 
one that refuses to be upstaged 
by anything in the room.
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1. Morganite corner fabric sofa W328 x D102 x H85cm $3,457  2. Anjo coffee table ash grey W120 x D60 x H40cm $489  
3. Kariya side table beech and matt grey DIA50 x H58cm $289  4. Surina polyester carpet taupe W300 x L200cm $599

Above: There is always room for improvement. Nomi facilitates  
the marriage of increasing personal effects and a desire for visual calm.

Below: Nomi TV console oak grey W309 x D50 x H46cm $1,659 and 

wall-mounted storage W136 x D34 x H103cm $667

A family-friendly alternative to  
the traditional sofa, a friendly nod to 
spatial pragmatism.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Nothing quite lights up a neutral room 
like Haysel, shimmering with the energy 
of yellow.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1. Seto study table ash grey W135 x D65 x H75cm $539  2. Seto chair ash grey W46 x D41 x H86cm $289   
3. Coat rack red iron by Antonino Sciortino H155cm $250  4. Tote leather cognac Voyager Collection W42 x D15 x 
H36cm $199  5. Type It Out Loud frame W35 x H45cm $29.95  6. Station clock metal black DIA30cm $129

5.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

1. Haysel L-shape fabric sofa by CS Toh W286 x D153 x H89cm $2,498  2. Seto book shelf ash grey W120 x D33 x 
H190cm $1,779  3. Pouf cotton and polyester green W110 x L70 x H32cm $639  4. Web wool carpet black and white 
W300 x L200cm $1,399
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Playful groundedness is a conscious 
aim with Midnight Summer. This sofa 
beckons welcomingly.

1. Midnight Summer 3-seater fabric sofa by CS Toh W202 x D95 x H86cm $1,459  2. Yokohama fabric bench  
W105 x D40 x H45cm $549  3. Randers rocking chair blue W98 x D67 x H89cm $359  4. Nagano sideboard brown 
W180 x D41 x H79cm $1,369  5. Pisa solid wood shelf oak veneer W80 x D42 x H213cm $429  6. Helsingor coffee 
table ash veneer W110 x D60 x H50cm $299  7. Calvin wool carpet beige W300 x L200cm $999  8. Arhus side table  
(set of 2) ash veneer W40 x D40 x H38cm, W30 x D30 x H32cm $249

Above:  Don’t knock the simplicity. It’s all about mobile 
these days. The warmth of the wooden Arhus looks 
mighty inviting, too. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

5.

7.

8.
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Put sunshine under the roof with a happy 
interior, starting with the fresh and crisp 
Mando. The precise dash of colour is sheer 
inspiration from nature.

1. Mando 2.5-seater leather sofa by Roberto Bendini W202 x D95 x H88cm $2,939  2. Kayseri coffee table clear W109 x D55 x H41cm $659  3. Kayseri clear console 
W118 x D38 x H73cm $729  4. Dhurry wool carpet black W300 x L200cm $799  5. Prado photoframe 4"x6" in white W59 x D7 x H48cm $219  6. Prado photoframe 
4"x6" in white W54 x D7 x H33cm $169

1.

4.

2

3.

5.

6.

1. Seasons 3-seater fabric sofa W201 x D93 x H86cm $1,679  2. Chi wool carpet black and white W300 x D200cm $1,279  3. Pouf cotton and polyester yellow W70 x L70 x H32cm $429

Seasons calls out with its lean, 
stylish lines. Think minimal footprint, 
maximum comfort.

1.

2.

3.
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the campfire  
of  the home

Cassidy coffee table W120 x D70 x H28cm $839

Vancouver black tempered glass coffee table walnut W110 x D48 x H31cm $399

Noda clear glass coffee table
dark wenge DIA90 x H38cm $329

Ottawa black tempered glass top coffee table walnut W110 x D60 x H38cm $559

Coffee tables 
More than just a surface to rest your coffee. 
More than just a place to put up your feet. 
The coffee table, usually in the centre of the 
room, is where people sit around to have 
conversations – and is indisputably one of 
the most noticeable pieces of furniture.
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pick a chair, 
any chair

Chic, uncomplicated and architecturally 
interesting pieces to instantly fire up any area.

Sirus leather armchair W82 x D91 x H99cm $1,759Aurora leather armchair W85 x D93 x H86cm  $1,369

Sirus leather armchair W82 x D91 x H99cm $1,759

small and 
precious

Obu side table wenge  
W40 x D40 x H55cm $339

Odense side table black marble  
(set of 2) W50 x D38 x H37cm,  
W58 x D43 x H42cm $299

Arhus side table (set of 2) ash veneer  
W40 x D40 x H38cm, W30 x D30 x H32cm $249

Side tables
Consider the side table: a modest, discreet 
piece of furniture that nonetheless has the 
capacity to enhance a room’s superstars. 
From the decorative to the forthright, it is  
the manifestation of simplicity and sculpture. 

Above: Figure copper top side table blue by TEO DIA46/32 x H52cm $1,899

Left: Figure gold top side table grey by TEO DIA46/32 x H52cm $1,899
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1. Leo leather armchair and footstool W75 x D89 x H103cm $1,658  2. Caerus leather club chair W70 x D87 x H74cm $1,239  3. Orion leather armchair and footstool W81 x D91 x H99cm 
$2,378  4. Corona leather armchair W81 x D93 x H99cm $1,389  5. Oga faux leather lounge chair W71 x D77 x H66cm $719  6. Agate fabric club chair W77 x D90 x H94cm $579  
7. Seasons fabric armchair W81-93 x D93 x H86cm $759  8. Isle fabric armchair W80 x D85 x H90cm $589  9. Merson leather and fabric armchair W83 x D89 x H107cm $1,389  

1.

4.

7.

2.

5.

8.

3.

6.

9.

The role of  the rug
Balance visual beauty with high 
functionality. A great rug forms the 
foundation of a room. It is vital to 
remember that it could be a focal point  
of your home for years to come.

Enhance décor
Our rug collection comes in dazzling 
designs, incorporating handwoven fibres, 
hardy synthetics or lush wools. As a 
conversation piece in the living room,  
any rug ought to be large enough to 
have at least the front legs of a piece of 
furniture resting on it. 

Increase safety
Lower the possibility of slipping mishaps, 
especially in the bathroom. Keep rugs 
firmly in place with rug liners. 

Absorb sound
Why mar an idyllic living experience 
with complaints from neighbours 
about excessive sound? Rugs are 
perfect mufflers. At the same time, 
they disperse echoes. 

Maximise pragmatism
Rugs are miraculous fixers. Wipe out 
unsightly stains or distracting flooring 
imperfections. Dirt from the outdoors is 
also minimised with a welcoming rug at 
the house entrance. 

Add comfort
Cold floors are not friends of slipperless 
feet. Nothing beats scrunching textured 
warmth in-between your toes when your 
feet hit the deck first thing in the morning.

Carpets and rugs 
One bold stroke can effect a change.  
And a rug is it. 

A rug is a quick and easy way to pull  
a space together, creating personality in 
a remarkably adept fashion. You almost 
immediately form an affectionate  
connection with it. 

You definitely want one that can hold its own 
with the interior.

rug it out
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Mosaic Marine hand-tufted wool carpet W200 x L300cm $1,299

Baraka hand-tufted wool carpet by Jamie Durie W200 x L300cm $1,499

Some painters transform the sun 
into a yellow spot, others transform 

a yellow spot into the sun. 
PABLO PICASSO
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6.

4.

7.

2.

5.

1.

1. Shiver Storm hand-tufted wool carpet W200 x L300cm $1,299  2. Chevron flatweave wool carpet  
light blue W200 x L300cm $799  3. Mykonos flatweave wool carpet blue W200 x L300cm $999  
4. Bauen bamboo silk and cotton carpet W200 x L300cm $1,669  5. Coco wool carpet black and  
limestone W300 x D200cm $1,279  6. Big blue hand-tufted wool carpet by Jamie Durie W200 x L300cm 
$1,499  7. Chi wool carpet black and white W300 x D200cm $1,279 

Weave a whole world
Patterns can be seductive but sometimes, 
all it takes to tantalise and add depth to 
neutrals are shades and a little texture.

3.
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Cushion cover with infill price ranging from $29.95 onwards
Infill small $12.95 medium $14.95 large $17.95

all plumped up 

Throw pillows  
and cushions

Much of the joy of throw pillows and 
cushions lies in their comfort. 

Plus, a clever selection paves the way from 
bland to fabulous. Liven up a room with 
energetic, textured bursts of colour.  
Nubby linens, furred flannel, tooled leather. 
Glinted metals, warm burnishes,  
burnt yellows. And more. 

Express yourself

When choosing throw pillows and  
cushions, don’t over analyse matching 
colours – colours blend. 

Also, experiment away. Mix different types, 
sizes, fabrics and shapes; that playful, 
unconventional riot of patterns and hues 
may just throw up something spectacular. 

And always remember: A throw pillow  
or a cushion should stand on its  
own merit, much like a work of art  
or a fine piece of tapestry. 

Cushion cover with infill price ranging from $29.95 onwards
Infill small $12.95 medium $14.95 large $17.95
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Ornaments and lamps 
Ornaments and lamps can really  
define space, give scale and reveal  
your design sensibility. 

Those delightful lamps, sculptural  
candle holders and svelte vases – 
all lovely objects. 

Place one anywhere you want  
a special moment. 

humble,  
quiet things

1. Emely deco stoneware vase olive set of 2 assorted sizes $35.95  2. Sara iron and ceramic linen soft pink candle plate DIA21cm $29.95  3. Anil deco metal animal brass 3 assorted 
designs W7 x H4cm $29.95 each1. Fluted ceramic orchid vase DIA15 x H20cm $59.95  2. Amber glass vase smokey grey DIA20 x H26cm $95.95  3. Planet deco ceramic globe DIA8cm $12.95

1. 2.

3.

3.2.1.
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1. Astuda Da Terra metal reading lamp red by Antonino Sciortino W20x D30 x H116cm $299   
2. Astuda Da Terra metal reading lamp black by Antonino Sciortino W20x D30 x H116cm $299

2

1. Yoko mouthblow glass and steel pendant lamp red by Lena Billmeier and David Baur DIA33 x H23cm $569  2. Modu mouthblow glass and steel table lamp black by Lena Billmeier and 
David Baur DIA22 x H48cm $379  3. Modu mouthblow glass and steel pendant lamp black by Lena Billmeier and David Baur DIA22 x H28cm $279  4. Cap mouthblow glass and copper 
table lamp by Lena Billmeier and David Baur DIA17 x H24cm $309  5. Lanceleaf concrete table lamp W21 x H34cm $129 and Sorrel concrete table lamp W25 x L25 x H33cm $159

1.

3.

2.

4.

5.

1. 2.
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The dining table is officially multipurpose. 
Most people do far more than just eat there. 
It has become a place to work or hang out. 
That’s why Oga stands out – the table 
stretches to reveal even more table.

1. Oga dining table (extension glossy cream and dark wenge)  
W190-240 x D100 x H75cm $1,239  2. Oga dining chair dark wenge 
and grey W46 x D41 x H86cm $239  3. Oga storage cabinet glossy 
cream and dark wenge W89 x D50 x H111cm $1,229  4. Oga buffet 
sideboard glossy cream and dark wenge W1782 x D50 x H76cm 
$1,629  5. Tile wall mirror L100 x D4 x H100cm $259  6. Orleans 
viscose carpet mirage grey W300 x L200cm $1,299       

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

dining 
room
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Resetting the dining table is Dara. 
Because simplicity is universal and 
understood by everybody.

1. Dara dining table grey W180 x D90 x H75cm $589  2. Dara fabric dining chair W62 x D45 x H89cm $169  3. Asino buffet sideboard dark grey and yellow W120 x D42 x H76cm $649 each  
4. Chevron flatweave wool carpet light blue W200 x L300cm $799

1. Kobe solid wood dining table W180 x D90 x H73cm $979  2. Nagoya solid wood long bench walnut frame W120 x D48 x H50cm $289  3. Kobe solid wood dining chair turquoise  
W48 x D50 x H79cm $239  4. Kobe solid wood white beech dining chair W43 x D52 x H80cm $219  5. Pisa solid wood shelf oak veneer W80 x D42 x H213cm  $429  6. Marie basket 
yellow and light grey H43 x DIA30cm $109  7. Chevron flatweave wool carpet light blue W200 x L300cm $799

1.

2.

4.

3.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Kobe solid wood stool assorted 
colour W41 x D41 x H45cm  
$99 each Marie basket

Wood, one of the most dynamic and vital 
substances on earth, gives us so much – 
including beautiful furniture. The Kobe dining 
table cuts an easy form that expresses a certain 
“Japaneseness” arising from the melding of 
natural materials and immaculate craftsmanship.
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1. Fukuoka solid wood dining table clear walnut W200 x D100 x H72cm $4,159  2. Fukuoka solid wood dining 
chair clear walnut light grey W51 x D54 x H75cm $379  3. Noda buffet sideboard dark wenge W168 x D40 x H75cm 
$969  4. Orleans viscose carpet mirage grey W300 x L200cm $1,299

Colour chaos adds a free-spirited 
edge to Nomi.

Fukuoka, doing away with screws 
and nails, has a deep regard for 
elegance of form and harmony with 
nature. A masterpiece embodying the 
Scandinavian success story.

1. Nomi dining table grey ash veneer W150 x D85 x H75cm $1,119  2. Nomi dining chair ash grey veneer with PVC W48 x D56 x H85cm $269  3. Noda storage cabinet grey ash and 
glossy brown W120 x D45 x H129cm $1,349  4. Kibix table lamp W18 x D18 x H42cm $259  5. Loge magazine metal rack 3 assorted designs $39.95  6. Clean Your Mess frame 
black W53 x D3 x H53cm $45.95  7. Marie basket orange with dark grey W25 x H36cm $99.95

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1.
2.

3.

4.
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1. Dara round dining table dark grey D120 x H75cm $509  2. Bade dining chair navy blue W57 x D52 x H84cm $119  3. Asino buffet sideboard dark grey and yellow  
W120 x D42 x H76cm $649 each  4. Chevron flatweave wool carpet light blue W200 x L300cm $799

Admit it. Swedish design has that special 
something. It is particularly adaptable 
to diverse modes and mores, complete 
with an appealing quality of lightness. 
Seto is a brilliant example. Have a love affair with round. Start 

with Dara, unfettered by corners.

2.
1. 7.

6.

8.

5.

3.

4.

10.

9.

1.

2.

4.

3.

1. Seto dining table beech veneer W200 x D100 x H75cm $1,129  2. Seto bench beech veneer W160 x D39 x H45cm $549  3. Seto dining chair beech veneer W48 x D58 x H82cm 
$289  4. Beni dining chair ginger W62 x D57 x H80cm $189  5. Seto buffet sideboard beech veneer W180 x D50 x H80cm $1,609  6. Seto buffet cabinet grey and blue W120 x D40 x 
H115cm $1,159  7. Mara stool red W37 x D35 x H48cm $159  8. Calvin wool carpet beige W300 x L200cm $999  9. Prado photoframe 4x6' in white W101 x D7 x H23cm  $219   
10. Prado photoframe 4x6' in natural wood W59 x D7 x H48cm $199   

Seto dining chair Seto buffet sideboard Seto buffet cabinet
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4.

2.

3.

6.

1.

5.

1. Nordic sand stoneware bowl cream DIA17 x H6cm  $14.95  2. Nordic sand stoneware dessert plate cream DIA20 x H2cm $13.95  3. Nordic sand stoneware mug cream  
W8 x H10cm $10.95  4. Nordic sand stoneware bowl cream DIA23 x H5cm $29.95  5. Bubble clear thick glass tumbler W8 x H10cm $10.95  6. Nordic sea stoneware dinner plate 
DIA26 x H3cm $20.95

Make no mistake: 
Tableware is a necessity. 
It does not call out for attention the way a 
vivacious sofa or a quirky lamp does, but it 
sets the tone for the meal in its own manner. 

Our diverse collections of earthenware, 
stoneware and porcelain come in updated 
shapes and positive colours, indicative of 
cheerful, casual entertaining, and simple, 
classic things that will survive time; 
many so pretty that they cross the bridge 
from utilitarian object to art. 

Feast with a fresh take.

what a dish

3 tips to help you pick the perfect tableware
Budget
Know how much you want to spend.  
As with all things, tableware prices  
vary – but high-quality tableware is  
a lasting investment. 
 
Pax
This can be tricky. It is easy to be caught 
up with just the number of people you 
typically have at home. But if entertaining is 
your thing, more is better. A good number 
of settings is eight to 12, subject to the 
household size. 

Purpose
Owning two sets of tableware is fast 
becoming the norm: one for everyday use 
and one for the chi chi occasion where  
you strive to impress. And if there are 
children, lightweight and durability may 
minimise heartache. 
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1. Tvis set of 16 steel titanium cutlery gold finish $299  2. Pure large ceramic oval plate grey W28 x D24 x H2cm $40.95   
3. Pure small ceramic oval plate green W21 x H2cm $25.95  4. Pure large ceramic oval plate green W28 x D24 x H2cm  
$40.95  5. Pure mini ceramic bowl mint and black DIA14 x H7 $15.95  6. Pure ceramic cup green DIA8 x H9 $24.95   
7. Pure ceramic cup grey DIA8 x H9cm $24.95  8. Cone oil & vinegar bottle glass DIA9 x H18cm $30.95   
9. Cone oil & vinegar bottle glass DIA11 x H22cm $47.95  10. Decanter bottle glass DIA9 x H17cm $45.95   
11. Cup glass DIA7 x H7cm $25.951. Facing Food ceramic cup white DIA7 x H8cm $14.95  2. Facing Food small ceramic bowl white W18 x H6cm $30.95

About the collection:
From Roel Vandebeek, whimsical tableware 
is infused with distinct identities. Facing 
Food and its 20 pieces of irregular circles 
dotted with 'eyes' endear with crisp, 
cerebral cuteness. 

Designer trivia:
Roel Vandebeek has a gift for the 
unobvious. Fashioned entirely with 3D 
models recreated from simple and fast 
sketches, Facing Food has changed the 
way tableware is perceived. Each plate 
is filled with bonhomie, encouraging 
unrestrained interaction.

Sometimes things happen. Like bowls 
breaking. Ask our style advisors how 
accessible replacements are. Better yet, 
buy a few extra pieces. 1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

4.

7.

8.

9.

5.

6.

10.

11.

tableware

About the collection:
The Pure tableware collection,  
conceived by Pascale Naessens after 
embarking on an impassioned study and 
practice of ceramics, has the sturdiness of 
nature and the warmth of organic lines.

Designer trivia:
Not only is Pascale Naessens a bestselling 
culinary author in Belgium, the former 
model’s tableware pieces are used by 
renowned restaurants Pure-C and Hakkasan  
to serve their food.
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Chairs in beautiful shapes and appropriate 
proportions are opportunities  
for sculptural moments. There’s one  
for every context and scale.

1.

2.

4

5.

3.

7.

6.

11.

8.

9.

10.

6. Kano barchair ginger DIA51 x H76cm $189  7. Mara stool black/red W37 x D35 x H48cm $159  8. Arish chair grey W53 x D51 x H81cm $199  9. Bali chair  
W51 x D58 x H81cm $179  10. Bade chair navy blue W57 x D52 x H84cm $119  11. Istra chair orange W48 x D48 x H76cm $139

1. Itako folding chair grey brown W48 x D52 x H85cm $249  2. Istra chair black W48 x D49 x H75cm $139  3. Oran chair red W51 x D51 x H83cm $119  4. Bade chair turquoise W57 
x D52 x H84cm $119  5. Kars chair white/black W49 x D47 x H84cm $99  
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1. Cetus leather bed frame W200 x D216 x H100cm $3,109  2. Cassidy lacquer chest of drawers white  
W67 x D50 x H149cm  $1,699  3. Cassidy lacquer bedside table cream L60 x W40 x H46cm $659   
4. Paradise polyester carpet mineral W300 x L200cm $799

Cassidy wood and metal desk L150 x W67 x H83cm $1,099

1.

2.

4.

3.

French flair and leather make a witty union 
in Cetus, the padded headboard a medium 
for luscious comfort.

Decor by Culti from $70 – $1,000

bedroom

Orion leather armchair and footstool 
W81 x D91 x H99cm $2,378 
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1. Kariya bed frame W201 x D217 x H100cm $1,599  2. Kariya chest of drawer beech veneer W88 x D48 x H117cm  $1,569  3. Kariya dressing table beech veneer  
W130 x D48 x H78cm $1,549  4. Kariya clothes tree stand W183 x D50 x H50cm $379  5. Trisse low natural cork base DIA40 x H20cm $359  6. Trisse high natural cork base 
DIA23 x H35cm $359  7. Orleans viscose carpet mirage grey W300 x L200cm $1,299  

Whet your appetite for contentment with Oga, 
a classic beauty in its honesty. 

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

1.

2.

3.

6.

7.

4.

5.

1. Oga bed frame W227 x D214 x H95cm $1,219  2. Oga bedside table cream W63 x D50 x H46cm $399  3. Oga chest of drawer cream W89 x D50 x H111cm $1,599   
4. Oga dressing table cream W140 x D50 x H76cm $1,829  5. Paradise polyester carpet beige W300 x L200cm $799  

Kariya, a blissful mix of bed frame, chest 
of drawers and bench, is governed by a 
single aesthetic: fluid minimalism. 
Retreat into your Zen. Om.

Oga bedside table Oga chest of drawer Oga dressing table Kariya dressing table
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The lush Aergia bed frame is your 
steadfast and supportive partner in 
the bedroom. 

1.

2.

5.

6.

3.

4.

1. Aergia fabric bed frame W210 x D225 x H96cm $1,619  2. Koga chest of drawer cream W80 x D45 x H115cm $1,229   
3. Koga dressing table cream W107-200 x D50 x H76cm $1,339  4. Koga bedside table ash grey veneer W52 x D45 x 
H46cm $399  5. Oga wall mirror ash grey W120 x H55cm $239  6. Hula wool carpet blue W300 x L200cm $1,199

Tableware by Broste and Serax

Koga bedside table

Koga chest of drawers

Koga dressing table
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With kökunn mattresses, we make  
good on that promise.

kökunn’s Chiro Support, Chiro Therapy 
and Chiro Sensual collections have 
specially incorporated mattress leader 
King Koil’s know-how in design and 
development.

The option of dual-variant firmness 
for every king-size mattress model 
is available, making sleep even more 
irresistible, almost reverential. 

kökunn and King Koil 
collaboration

For too long, sleep has been given  
the short shrift. Not any more. 

In our reality, the bedroom sanctuary is a 
refuge from everyday life, one where the 

promise of better sleep is captivating.

Chiro Support

Chiro Therapy

Chiro Sensual

the good 
night

Be firm
Our exclusive kökunn mattress line, 
inspired by the allure of blissful sleep, 
completes your home. 

However, a yawning divide sometimes 
exists in mattress firmness between 
sleeping partners. Bridging the difference 
is kökunn’s customisation service, which 
pampers you with your preferred degree  
of firmness. 

Be sure to ask for the full range of options. 
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Made-to-order
So, you love choices. And you are all about 
self-expression. While there’s nothing wrong 
with standardisation, sometimes, you prefer 
something that belongs only to you. 

For those moments, our made-to-order 
service comes in handy. We have 80 sofa 
models available in over 30 upholsteries, 
including 12 leather categories.  
Every budget, room, size and style  
is covered.

A tip: Leather is luxe but you may very well 
discover your sweet spot within the diversity 
of our premium fabrics, be it a lifestyle,  
a design or a cost priority.

Pick what you like and leave the rest to us. 
Have fun. 

Bedding and bath
Enjoy the good life nestled in fine linen. 
At the same time, reinvent cosiness. 

wrapping up  

1. Bella women's linen dressing gown ice pink $99  2. Sove linen duvet cover king W245 x L210cm $349   
and Sove linen duvet cover queen W210 x L210cm $299  3. Sove linen pillowcase rain set of 2 W75 x L50cm  $65.95 Bedspreads designed in New Zealand 

Palatable pastels, minimalist white  
and solid neutrals harmonise with  
overall decorative schemes.  

1.

2.

3.

have it 
your way
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#1 Not feasible around children or pets
Leather’s capacity to stretch and give holds 
up brilliantly against the rambunctiousness 
of kids and pets. 

#2 Hard to maintain/clean 
Leather is a breeze to care for, much more 
so than fabric. However, it is easy to get 
carried away cleaning leather. Rein in the 
enthusiasm: Leather is like your skin, which 
is essentially resistant to dirt.

Instead, wipe smooth leather surfaces with 
a damp cloth to remove any dust, grime or 
spills. During winter, layer on some moisture 
to prevent cracking, flaking or splitting. 
Do avoid inappropriate cleaning agents 
including furniture polish or wax. 

Leather furniture can look good for a lifetime 
if it gets the proper care.  

#3 Too hot
Indoors and away from direct sunlight, 
leather stays pleasantly cool during summer 
as it is porous and can breathe. In winter, it 
heats up to your body temperature. Leather 
furniture can be as comfortable as a pair of 
old leather gloves.

#4 Expensive
We admit that, upfront, leather furniture 
costs a pretty penny. But unlike many other 
materials that get thinner and wear out as 
time goes by, leather wears in, making it a 
sound investment to enjoy over decades. 

#5 Not durable
Leather, with its old-rich look, only becomes 
more appealing through the years, 
intensifying its character and drawing 
out its natural patina. How’s that for  
graceful ageing?   

well tanned
cow and  

bull stories

The Leather Institute 
Leather is extremely beautiful. A deep, 
natural texture with a distinctive appearance. 
A luxurious feel that is strong but also 
buttery and soft, sensuous even. 

We have devoted much of our existence 
to making functional, discreetly luxurious 
leather furniture and accessories. 
Pride pervades our vigilant involvement 
in the sourcing and the shaping of the 
hides our products rely on. So much so 
that we have our craft down to a science, 
from engaging top cattle breeders in 
Australia and South America to overseeing 
an intricate tannery procedure comprising 
more than 30 stages. 

The Leather Institute shows you how we 
work with the traditional material to create 
contemporary masterpieces. 

Spend some time with us and milk  
our knowledge. 

Nothing to hide
Leather is leather and it always feels 
delicious. Do you prefer aniline, semi-aniline 
or protected leather? 

Full aniline, the finest leather around, is 
unbelievably gorgeous. Treatment, such as 
colour or protective pigments, is minimal. 
Natural markings and colour differences 
stand out to tell fascinating stories. 

Semi-aniline hides are similar to pure aniline 
leather with one difference: They are coated 
with a protective finish to prolong the colour 
lifespan. The grain remains unchanged. 

Pigmented or protected leather is the most 
durable of the trio. It is coated with polymer. 
The overall effect imparts a sense of casual 
sumptuousness while retaining the resilient 
essence of full and semi-aniline skins.  

Branching out from these three broad 
categories are four smaller groups, 
which we label: 

Natural, Family, Luxury and Masculine. 

The two-toned Natural is lightly protected, 
leaving natural marks uncovered. Available 
in 11 shades and suitable for passionate 
leather lovers. 

Family hides come with a high-grain 
consistency. They are the most durable 
and the easiest to upkeep. Available in 59 
shades and suitable for everyone. 

As the name suggests, Luxury leather is... 
luxurious. The finest class among the four, 
it is supremely supple. Even the markings 
are delectable. Available in 30 shades and 
suitable for those who enjoy the finer things 
in life. 

A Masculine hide is earthy, rich and 
infinitely masculine without sacrificing 
suppleness. Available in 18 shades. 

Leather is much misunderstood. We dispel the myths surrounding this fine material. 

ISO 14001:2004

Environment Management System for Sofa Leather Materials

ISO 9001:2000

Quality Management System for Sofa Leather Manufacturing
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  3-seater, leather from $4,459 

6 available configurations

Look:    Sophisticated. Ageless. Supple.
Feel:    Leather or fabric. 
A must-have…if plump comfort with a sheen makes up   
   your ideal sofa. 
Plus:    Matching footstool.

2.5S
D

W
A

C D

W

2S

3S

D

W

2S

3S

A
C

W294 x D194cm W314 x D254cm W427 x D254cm

Sofas 
You want a unique sofa that will last. Plus, you want to feel like you’re part of  the 
creation process. We can help. Choose a model. Then choose the upholstery.  
Finally, choose your preferred configuration. 

For an inkling of  possibilities, here are some illustrations* and measurements  
to get your imagination roaming. 

Adore p.36 

Standard Sofa
Keep it simple while creating an identity: Our two-seater, 2.5-seater, 
three-seater or four-seater configuration should do it.
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Larger corner/sectional

1.
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L

1.5NA 1.5ERSQC

Medium corner/sectional

3ER

COUL

L-shape sofa

  3-seater, leather from $3,549 

3 available configurations

Look:    Unique. Audacious. Striking.  
Feel:    Leather. 
A must-have…for upright comfortable seating.
Plus:    Design by Studio Frame.

  3-seater, leather from $3,679

5 available configurations 

Look:    Savvy. Seductive. Inviting. 
Feel:    Leather or fabric. 
A must-have…to sharpen your contemporary space. 
Plus:    Design by Studio Frame. 

Libra p.41 

Lockern p.45  
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Midnight Summer p.53
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Vega p.37 Seasons p.54 SD – 91cm
SH – 43cm
BH – 76cm 

SW 
1.5 AC 113cm

2S 170cm
2.5S 210cm

3S 240cm

SD – 95cm
SH – 45cm
BH – 86cm 

SW 
AC 86cm

2S 161cm
3S 202cm

SD – 105cm
SH – 46cm

BH – 76-99cm 

SW 
AC 106cm
2S 176cm

2.5S 220cm

SD –93cm
SH – 48cm
BH – 86cm 

SW 
AC 81cm

2S 141cm
2.5S 181cm

3S 201cm

SD – 92cm
SH – 46cm
BH – 80cm 

SW 
2S 174cm

2.5S 195cm
3S 215cm

SD – 90cm
SH – 43cm
BH – 91cm 

SW 
AC 80cm

2.5S 210cm
3S 240cm

  2.5-seater, fabric from $1,679

4 available configurations

Look:    Stark. Crisp. Easy-going.
Feel:    Fabric.
A must-have…if you fancy cross-pollinating leg and arm designs. 
Plus:    Various leg and arm permutations. 

  2.5-seater recliner, leather from $4,499

6 available configurations

Look:    Timeless. Quintessential. Stalwart.
Feel:    Leather or fabric.
A must-have…to enhance the living room with a classic shape.
Pluses: Adjustable headrest. Contrasting tailored piping. 

  3-seater, fabric from $1,459

3 available configurations

Look:    Appealing. Relatable. Down-to-earth.
Feel:    Fabric.
A must-have…if superior comfort and durability are  
   your priorities.
Plus:    All-round foam protection.

Sofa Width
(SW)

Seat Height
(SH)

Sofa Depth
(SD)

Back Height 
(BH)
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  3-seater, fabric from $1,519 

9 available configurations

Look:    Jovial. Practical. Energetic.
Feel:    Fabric.
A must-have…if ample lounging space is needed. 
Pluses: Availability of five button colours. Dual-sided usage of 
             back cushions.

Maia p.38 

Margareta p.13Mando p.55
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Morganite p.49 Pagnotta p.47

Cetus p.39 
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Frederic p.35
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Haysel p.51 
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Sectional Sofa
Ratchet up the distinctiveness quotient with a twist in our Standard Sofa configuration: the L-shape sofa or the Corner sofa.

Cushions not 
included

Cushions included

  3-seater, leather from $3,219

14 available configurations

Look:    Indulgent. Luxurious. Arresting.
Feel:    Leather.
A must-have…if unexpected details such as the wide-inclined
             arms thrill you.
Pluses: Matching footstool. Design by Studio Frame.

  3-seater, leather from $3,159

9 available configurations

Look:    Cheerful. Welcoming. Nurturing.
Feel:    Leather or fabric. 
A must-have…to sculpt a room with colour.
Plus:    Design by Roberto Bendini. 

  3-seater, leather from $3,759

16 available configurations

Look:    Modern romantic. Tasteful. Uptown. 
Feel:    Leather, fabric or leather-fabric combination.
A must-have…to illuminate any décor with irreproachable elegance. 
Plus:    Adjustable headrest.

  3-seater, leather from $3,889

22 available configurations

Look:   Sturdy. Sensible. Imposing.
Feel:    Leather.
A must-have…to showcase your sense of enduring style.
Plus:    Adjustable headrest.

  3-seater, fabric from $1,669

18 available configurations

Look:   Compact. Grounded. Reliable.
Feel:    Fabric.
A must-have…if modularity and flexibility matter.
Plus:    Dual-sided usage of back and seat cushions.

  2.5-seater, leather from $4,749

22 available configurations

Look:    Gently contoured. Exclusive. In the moment. 
Feel:    Leather or fabric. 
A must-have…to grace the room with updated curves, refined   
             craftsmanship and opulent comfort. 
Pluses: Adjustable headrest. Choice of manual or electric recliner.   
             Design by Nicole Aptel. 

  4-seater, leather from $4,398

7 available configurations

Look:    Weighty. Generously proportioned. Robust. 
Feel:    Leather.
A must-have…to accommodate both firm seating and 
             slouch-back comfort. 
Pluses: Matching footstool. Design by Studio Frame.

SD – 93cm
SH – 42cm
BH – 84cm 

SW 
AC 110cm
2S 180cm

2.5S 200cm
3S 220cm

SD – 94cm
SH – 49cm
BH – 89cm 

SW 
AC 90cm

2S 170cm
2.5S 195cm

3S 220cm

SD – 106cm
SH – 44cm

BH – 71-92cm 

SW 
AC 110cm
2S 187cm

2.5S 207cm
3S 230cm

SD – 96cm
SH – 40cm
BH – 69cm 

SW 
AC 103cm

1.5AC 120cm
4S 244cm

SD – 95cm
SH – 45cm
BH – 88cm 

SW 
AC 106cm
2S 166cm

2.5S 202cm
3S 230cm

SD – 102cm
SH – 45cm
BH – 85cm 

SW 
2S 172cm

2.5S 210cm
3S 242cm

SD – 110cm
SH – 46cm

BH – 77-99cm 

SW 
AC 106cm
2S 164cm

2.5S 211cm

SD – 109cm
SH – 46cm

BH – 75-97cm 

SW 
2S 179cm

2.5S 197cm
3S 224cm
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Look:   Streamlined. Minimalist. Pop-art. 
Feel:    White lacquer with glass top.
A must-have…to indulge in the harmony of roundness.
Pluses: Matching chairs. Matching buffet sideboard. 

DIA120 x H75cm Wood and metal Top dark grey, legs grey $509
DIA120 x H75cm Glass and metal Top white, legs grey $559

Look:   Simple. Stolid. Modern Zen and Scandinavian.
Feel:    Solid wood. 
A must-have…if traditional craft and a contemporary design are  
             what you seek.
Plus:    Matching chairs.

W180 x D100 x H72cm Wood-solid Top natural walnut, legs black $3,819
W200 x D100 x H72cm Wood-solid Top natural walnut, legs black $4,159
W230 x D100 x H72cm Wood-solid Top natural walnut, legs black $4,669

Dining tables
Dining tables create a community, impacting on the 
vitality of  a home. That’s why a table’s materials, 
shape and size are so important. 

D

H

W D

H

W

Look:   Streamlined. Minimalist. Pop art. 
Feel:    White lacquer with glass top.
A must-have…for those who appreciate furniture with attitude or   
             fervent believers of the less-is-more philosophy.
Pluses: Matching chairs. Matching buffet sideboard. 

W180 x D90 x H75cm Glass and metal Top white, legs grey $589
W180 x D90 x H75cm Glass and metal Top dark grey, legs grey $589

Dara round p.79

W

H

D

Fukuoka p.77

Look:   Discreet. Natural. Scandinavian-Japanese. 
Feel:    Solid wood.
A must-have…if you like fusion design.
Pluses: Beautiful wood characteristics. Matching chairs. 
             Matching stools. 

Kobe p.75

W150 x D90 x H73cm Solid wood Light brown $799
W180 x D90 x H73cm Solid wood Light brown $979

W

H

D

W

H

D

Look:   Forthright. Compact. Mutable. 
Feel:    Natural wood. 
A must-have…to accommodate smaller spaces.
Pluses: Optional melamine top. Drop-leaf design. 

W130 x D80 x H74cm Wood veneer Light brown $649

Leicester p.15

W

H

D

Look:   Sleek. Masculine. Bold. 
Feel:    Lacquer and glass.
A must-have…if you delight in riffs on the futuristic look.
Plus:    Matching chairs with seamless stainless steel legs.

W180 x D100 x H75cm Glass and metal Top light grey, legs grey $719

MardinDara rectangular

W180

W180

W150W200 W180W230

W180

DIA120 W130
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Look:   Formal. Versatile. Unfussy.
Feel:    Medium-density fibreboard with a lacquered, 
            natural wood veneer. 
A must-have…if grand entertaining is a constant on your agenda.
Pluses: Extendable table top. Matching chairs. 
             Matching buffet sideboard. 

W190 – 240 x D190 x H100cm Wood veneer Glossy cream  $1,239
  and dark brown

Bed frames
Utility and high design don’t always see eye to eye, 
but in our range of  bed frames, they sleep together 
very, very comfortably. 

W

H

D

Look:   An uncompromising fealty to precious relaxation. 
Feel:    Leather or fabric. 
A must-have…for unforgettable rest.
Pluses: Full soft-foam padding. Availability of Europe King 
             and Asia King/Queen sizes. Tufted detailing. 

W207 x D225 x H96cm Europe King  Fabric from $1,589
W210 x D225 x H96cm Asia King Fabric from $1,509
W180 x D225 x H96cm Asia Queen Fabric from $1,369

Look:   A chemistry of Eastern elements.
Feel:    Faux leather. 
A must-have…if you want to score a classic that takes a 
          fresh stance. 
Plus:    Matching furniture. 

W227 x D214 x H95cm Asia King $1,219
W197 x D214 x H95cm Asia Queen $1,159 

Aergia p.91 Oga p.88 

D
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Seto p.78

Look:   Swedish. Modestly vivacious. Surprising.
Feel:    Natural wood. 
A must-have…if you like personable little touches like splayed  
             table legs and curved corners. 
Pluses: Matching benches. Matching chairs. 
             Matching buffet sideboard. 

W135 x D80 x H75cm Wood veneer Light brown $999
W200 x D100 x H75cm Wood veneer Light brown $1,129
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Oga p.73

Look:   Serene. Slim. Casual. 
Feel:    Beech wood. 
A must-have…piece that goes beyond basic to instantly update 
             your dining area.
Pluses: Matching chairs. Matching buffet sideboard. 

W150 x D85 x H75cm Wood veneer Light brown $1,119

Nomi p.76
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Look:   Oriental. Unexpected. Linear. 
Feel:    Medium-density fibreboard with oak veneer.
A must-have…to make a statement.
Pluses: Matching chairs. Matching buffet sideboard. 

W200 x D100 x H75cm Wood veneer Dark brown $1,359

Noda

W150

W200

W200

W190 W240

W135

W

H

D
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bed frames

our quality assurance

We care.

The culmination of dedication by designers and craftsmen,  

our pieces are not just functional, beautiful and dependable,  

but also of exceptional quality and value.  

In other words, we are vigilant in the selection of materials and 

the adherence to ISO-certified processes at each production stage.  

Demonstrating our absolute commitment to you and your home,  

a 10-year limited warranty* accompanies every sofa purchase.

*10 years limited warranty on wooden frame structure; 5 years on workmanship, covering, stitching  
and zipper closures; and 1 year on upholstery, filling and suspension system/mechanism

Look:   An oeuvre of French flair. 
Feel:    Leather or fabric.
A must-have…for unparalleled head-and-shoulders support 
             when leaning back.
Pluses: A complete bedroom collection. A complete living 
             room collection.

W197 x D226 x H100cm Europe King  Leather from $2,809
W177 x D226 x H100cm Europe Queen Leather from $2,649 
W200 x D216 x H100cm Asia King Leather from $2,679
W170 x D216 x H100cm Asia Queen Leather from $2,419

Cetus p.87
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Look:   The dulcet coexistence of practicality and aesthetics. 
Feel:    Leather or fabric. 
A must-have…for a sense of embracing security.
Pluses: Full soft-foam padding. Availability of Europe King and 
             Asia King/Queen sizes. Tufted detailing.  

W192 x D222 x H105cm Europe King  Fabric from $1,609 
W194 x D210 x H105cm Asia King Fabric from $1,499
W164 x D210 x H105cm Asia Queen Fabric from $1,329

Look:   An exquisite materialisation of functionality.
Feel:     Leather or fabric.
A must-have…to bring together loveliness and usefulness in a  
             single bedroom entity.
Pluses: Full soft-foam padding. Availability of Europe King 
             and Asia King/Queen sizes. Tufted detailing. 

W202 x D228 x H114cm Europe King  Fabric from $1,469 
W205 x D218 x H114cm Asia King Fabric from $1,259
W175 x D218 x H114cm Asia Queen Fabric from $1,129

W

H

D

Look:   The perfection of Danish precision.
Feel:    Solid wood and faux leather.
A must-have…to up the warm ambience a notch.
Plus:    A complete bedroom collection.

W201 x D217 x H100cm Asia King $1,599
W171 x D217 x H100cm Asia Queen $1,499

Kariya p.89

Forty winks 

Siesta
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5% discount on any 
purchase, including 

sale items

Exclusive invites to events, 
workshops, member’s day 

specials and more

Birthday surprise Newsletters and 
updates

indulge

Sign up now for little perks from us!  
You’ll get to enjoy:

 #HomesToLove rewards programme

Information is correct at time of printing.

membership108 



Transforming a house 
into a home you love.

 
HomesToLife

homestolife.com #homestolife

Flagship Store Great World City #02-15, 1 Kim Seng Promenade, Singapore 237994 | (65) 6635 5050
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